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Five years ago last Sunday,
father-of-two Quentin Heron, 50,
was one of 49 pilots sacked en
masse by Cathay Pacific in a
bitter industrial dispute. He
explains why he and 16 other
“49ers” have rejected a
settlement to continue a costly
legal fight against the airline.

A CONCERT HANGOVER
It’s true that nobody cares about good news,
but bad news spreads like wildfire. His
regular charity work and Hong Kong
tourism promotions may draw yawns now,
but Jackie Chan’s reported indiscretion
a couple of nights ago at a Taiwanese
singer’s concert is international
news, it seems.
Outlets from MSN.com to
Associated Press have jumped
on reports that on Monday
night, a drunken Chan
stumbled onto the stage
at Jonathan Li
Zhongchen’s show and
demanded to do a duet
with him.
After starting and stopping
the band, and interrupting the
concert several times, the
audience began heckling the
Rush Hour star. The actor
retorted with insults to the
crowd.
Chan had been an invited
guest performer the night
before, and since the incident,
his company has declined all
comment. Well, maybe it’s a non
sequitur, but many folk do think
Chan’s best performance was as the
Drunken Master.

“

I remember the last
commercial flight I
operated. It was a flight from Los
Angeles on June 29, 2001. I
remember it was rough as guts on
the way in with lots of rainstorms
all over the place, which we were
dodging as best we could.
It was just one of those lovely,
Hong Kong summer days when it
rains like nothing on Earth. It is just
what you train for. It is when all
your ability and experience is put
to use.
I had always wanted to be a
pilot, ever since I was old enough
to know what I wanted to be. My
grandfather was in the Royal Flying
Corps. My father was an airline
pilot. I joined Cathay from US
Airways and I had been with them
for 11 years in July 2001.
I was a senior first officer and
relief commander flying Boeing
747-400s. Today, I consider I’ve
been with Cathay for 16 years – it’s
just that I haven’t been paid for the
last five years.
On July 9 I was on standby. I
was sitting by my phone waiting to
be called out on a flight. My
standby ended at 4pm and, later, I
ran into another Cathay pilot who
said to me: “Have you heard?
They’ve fired 49 pilots.”
That was the first I heard of it. I
said: “Really? Who are they?” But
he didn’t know. I’d still heard
nothing the next day and I went
back on standby.
I still had no idea I was one of
them. On July 9 they had tracked
down one 49er in Los Angeles and
one in Toronto who was on leave,
but they didn’t even call me when I
was on standby in Hong Kong.
It was only on July 11, on my
day off, when I was out in Central,
that my wife called me and said:
“There’s somebody outside the

“Basically the end result was that they
were putting an end to our careers. They
had to know it”
house from Cathay Pacific looking
for you. He keeps asking if you live
here.” Finally a package was put on
top of the mail box outside my
door and left there.
Before I returned home, I called
crew control to ask: “What is my
roster like for the next few days?”
The crew controller said: “I can’t
see any roster for you.”
Initially, the sense of justice is
tangible. You go through a roller
coaster of emotions – some days
you are up, some days you are
down. I had never, ever been
warned that I had done anything
that was wrong. I went to work. I
did my job.
I was always thorough and
professional. Why fire somebody
for absolutely no reason? When
you fire a man like that, you are not
picking on him so much as on his
family and children. I was 45 and
even if I could find a serious airline
that would hire me, at the age of 45
I was too old to start again.
Basically the end result was that
they were putting an end to our
careers. They had to know it.
Since 2001, I have made 20 to 25
applications to other airlines. The

biggest problem I have found is the
damage done to my reputation by
remarks that management made.
The action the company has taken
has damaged my reputation in the
airline industry, and that industry is
a small and tight-knit group.
I love flying and I miss it. It sets
in after a few months when you
realise you aren’t getting airborne
again. I haven’t operated a
commercial flight since and I have
only flown once. But I will fly again
when I am reinstated. For me, the
motivation is justice and fairness
and what is right. I believe I am
going to be held to be right by the
law. Are you telling me honestly
Cathay Pacific will refuse to
reinstate me when my case is
legally proven? Why would they?
They have reinstated plenty of
others.
This fight will take as long as it
takes. The truth will out. We are
ready for this to go on as long as it
has to go on.
It will come to a resolution. It
will not ever just simply fade
away.
As told to Simon Parry

WITH ANDREW SUN
Additional reporting by Helen Wu

Send your tips, tickets and invitations to
andrew.sun@scmp.com or call 2565 2222

DOUGHNUT DAY APPROACHES
Homer Simpsons of Hong Kong, rejoice! The arteryclogging delights of Krispy Kreme doughnuts will
open in the city on August 8. The popular
American chain has been picked up by local
restaurateurs Wayne and Brian Parfitt, of
Jaspas and Pepperonis fame, and their first
shop in Lee Garden Road in Causeway Bay
will be able to produce 2,000 glazed
babies every day.
That’s a lot of cholesterol, although
their website’s nutritional chart
suggests each regular glazed doughnut
only has 200 calories.
“Since last month’s announcement
that we are opening in Hong Kong, we
have been overwhelmed by the public
response,” manager Bono Wong (pictured)
said. “We have
had people
calling our
office, telling
us they plan
to be on our
doorstep on
the opening
day.”
Would
they be
retired
American
cops, we
wonder?

GIVING WOMEN A CHANCE TO BLOOM

THURSDAY

There’s nothing women like more than flowers (OK, diamonds
perhaps). To promote its new Pure Beauty cosmetic outlets,
Watsons’ merchandise director Maria Norrman and model Lisa
Selesner spent part of yesterday handing out white roses in
Five things we’re all wondering about ...
Times Square.
No surprise, free stuff doesn’t last long in Hong Kong
Hong Kong’s restricted border zone to be opened . . . the
and all 500 stems disappeared in about 10 minutes.
government finally decided they can’t stop the exodus – of Hong
“Flowers represent the beautiful women and we
Kong people entering China, that is.
believe with the opening of our store, we can make
them blossom,” Norrman explained. Whether all
Tough anti-spam law to be proposed . . . but will it crack down on the
those people with their paws stuck out to grab a
pesky co-worker who keeps sending you wacky personality tests?
free bloom were aware of Watsons’ new counter is
another issue.
Dispense with jacket and ties for less electricity
The Pure
consumption? . . . for cleaner air, we should just enforce
Beauty store in
mandatory showers and deodorant.
Times Square’s
basement also
Consultation suggests GST expected soon, salary tax
offers a free
may be reduced . . . revenue experts realised we’ll keep
makeup service
shopping even if we don’t have a job.
by beauty
consultant Yuji
Richard Li Tzar-kai to help finance the sale of his
Tong every Friday
PCCW stake to financier . . . Way to go Richard,
to Sunday.
you’ve reduced our main telecom into a used car.
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talkback
Q

How can
environmental
awareness be improved?

It is very disappointing that
Wellcome, ParknShop, Mannings
and Ikea have agreed to support
the Lights Out campaign. (Retail
chains turn on to lights-off
campaign, July 10). I believe this to
be representative of a so-called
“pragmatic approach” to green
groups in general.
Instead of appeasing green
groups and fulfilling their desire to
plunge Hong Kong into darkness
for three minutes, businesses
should take a principled
approach. They should defend the
idea that man must reshape his
environment to survive.
They should also identify this
Lights Out campaign as part of
what can be seen as a larger,
systematic attack on modern
society by environmentalists.
For example, green groups
have previously targeted plastic
bag manufacturers, shark fin
restaurants, property developers
and electricity suppliers.
It’s time for businesses to
realise that any support for green
groups is corporate suicide. They
should not only actively band
together to oppose Lights Out, but
should also stop funding green
groups entirely; especially those
green groups that threaten their
business. Where possible, these
businesses should also refuse to
deal with any organisation that
helps the Lights Out campaigners.
Hong Kong needs progress, not
regression to thrive and prosper.
Lights Out is one giant leap
backwards.
Simon Patkin, Causeway Bay

I refer to your report “Patient, 82,
denied entry to Discovery Bay
Tunnel” on July 3, by Donald
Asprey.
Even a quick reference to the
laws of Hong Kong would have
told him that the tunnel is
operated under the Discovery Bay
Tunnel Link Ordinance (Chapter
520), which stipulates that private
vehicles are prohibited from using
the tunnel.
It also makes clear that tunnel
staff are required by law to
enforce the government’s tunnel
regulations.
It is not only Mr Gidwani’s
father who was denied entry, but
all residents of Discovery Bay. In
2002, we applied to the Transport
Department to relax these
regulations to enable us to
provide a park-and-ride scheme.
We proposed to allow
Discovery Bay residents to park
their cars at the tunnel, so as to
continue to guarantee Discovery
Bay’s car-free environment, yet
enable those who wished to do so,
to drive on the Hong Kong roads
for which they pay taxes.
Our request was refused.
Similarly, in 2005, we completed a
survey on the wishes of residents,
supervised by the Transport
Department, on whether taxis
should be allowed to use the
tunnel, but be restricted to a
transport interchange just after
the tunnel, once again to preserve
our development’s car-free
environment.
Despite a commitment to
abide by the results of that survey,
in which the residents came out in
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favour of allowing taxis to use the
tunnel, we have not had a
decision from the Transport
Department.
We very much regret the
20-minute delay suffered by Mr
Gidwani and his father (as
demonstrated by a taped record –
not the 45 minutes stated by
Asprey).
However, we made several
offers to help them get through
the tunnel, all of which he
declined.
We are pleased that the
incident was resolved eventually.
But this inconvenience is
experienced by all residents of
Discovery Bay, who deserve better
treatment from their government
officers.
Pamela Leung, senior manager
(corporate affairs), Hong Kong
Resort Company
Donald Asprey replies: We regret
the error, which was introduced
after a Transport Department
spokeswoman said the government
had nothing to do with the
operation of the “private tunnel”,
and then cited the Discovery Bay
Tunnel Link Ordinance (Chap

On other matters ...
We lost Blake Pier in the mid
1990s. Queen’s Pier is of much
higher historical significance. For
50 years, it was where colonial
governors landed in Hong Kong,
and boarded to leave the colony.
It is also where many TV dramas
are filmed, which helps us attract
Chinese-speaking tourists.
Together with the Star Ferry pier,
built with functional architectural
style, they are important
landmarks along our shoreline.
Why don’t we keep them as they
are, leaving them landlocked
within a freshwater lake while not
affecting the reclamation?
Instani Sergi, Chai Wan

520) as affording the tunnel
manager a good deal of discretion.
The department has since reversed
its stance, saying there had been a
misunderstanding.
Under sections 4(1)(b) and 24(2)
of the ordinance, the Discovery Bay
Road Tunnel Company can only
allow specified or permitted
vehicles to use the tunnel, which
does not include private cars.
There are no plans to amend
the ordinance in light of the
incident.
I refer to the article in Talkback
dated July 11 by Joseph Tan.
East Rail operates in a multimodal way with the rail tracks
being used by the domestic and
inter-city passenger services, as
well as freight trains when
passenger traffic is not busy.
To cater for this busy traffic
mode, a non-stop inter-city train
from Guangzhou must fit in with
the domestic trains which make
intermediate stops at stations
along the way.
To piggyback non-stop intracity trains from Lowu to
Hunghom on non-stop inter-city
trains from Guangzhou would
result in a necessary reduction of
the domestic service, which is in
great demand during most of the
day.
It would not shorten the
journey time significantly, since
the speed of a non-stop train is
largely dictated by the domestic
trains occupying the same track
ahead of it.
Furthermore, train operation is
regulated and protected by a failsafe signalling system which
automatically stops a train when it
comes within the safety margin
separating two trains.
Hence, there is no question of
safety arising from Mr Tan’s
viewpoint about an estimated
journey time.
The KCRC is one of the most
efficient railway operators in the
world, delivering punctuality rates
of above 99.5 per cent.
Ida Leung, senior public affairs
manager, KCRC

TOMORROW’S
QUESTIONS:
Would the new rides at
Disney encourage you to
visit the theme park?
Do you agree that money
cannot buy happiness?
The KCRC says it is an efficient railway operator. Photo: Robert Ng

